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Here is how we advertised the World Convention:
“Everyone knows that America is in dire need of a
supernatural awakening. The power and the plan
for such a miracle must come from the Holy Spirit.
He has the only plan and the only power that will
work.
We are surrounded by prophetic words that promise a
massive harvest but what will touch off the explosion
that will sweep millions into the Kingdom? And how
would we function during such a miracle?
We are certain that He has shown a plan and a path to
power that we want to share with you.
The old methods no longer work. Preachers are
desperate to break out of molds that are holding
back their effectiveness. It is our deepest desire that
this world convention ignite fires of momentum for
continual harvest in every ministry that comes to this
event.
Talk is cheap. Ranting and raving about what is wrong
with America is a placebo—a sugar pill that does
nothing about the disease that will soon—without a
miracle—kill America. I am in the unshakable grip of

a conviction that I must take drastic action… so I am
calling for an emergency meeting.
I am calling you to three days of drenching from
Heaven that will transform you into an effective
weapon. How can our Living Proof World
Convention possibly deliver on such a promise?
The answer lies in three powerful elements: PURITY,
PRAYER AND POWER. You will be convicted but not
condemned. You will receive joy unspeakable but
not mindless emotion. You will gain direction but not
manipulation. You will obtain encouragement that
lasts, insight that works and power that overcomes
evil. You will embrace reformation, not mindless
information.”
Did we keep our promise to the people? Was this
convention everything we hoped it would be? Well,
here is your headline:
Todd White creates a mass addiction to one-onone, miracle soul winning. Lou Engle performs
a collective heart transplant with the fire of God
as his surgical tool. Chris Burns and the worship
weapons shift the atmosphere, translating us all
to the throne of God. In just 72 hours, people were
utterly ruined to lesser living and powerless outreach.
They did not simply learn about LIVING PROOF. They
became LIVING PROOF. These are not just my words.
The people who were there would get in line to tell
you that they will never be the same.
Here is what attendee Sandee Wichkoski said:
Richly blessed at the recent Living Proof World
Convention in Houston. Each session built upon the
next and the speakers were perfectly ordered to build
a progression into a place of consecration for truly
understanding the need this Nation has for God.
The worship with Chris Burns was amazing and
absolutely essential to opening the atmosphere needed
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to accomplish the goal of heaven for this gathering. This
wasn’t a “come listen to good worship, a message and
get hands laid on you so you can feel good about your
Christianity”. It was a direct challenge to get real and
take your place in the ranks of the radically obedient.
Todd White started on Thursday night sharing his
testimony. As he progressed through that it led to a
hard reality of living in compromise: those around you
see the wrong reflection of Jesus, a reflection that can
affect them for eternity. As Todd closed he invited those
who were living in compromise and compromising their
witness of Christ to come forward and settle it at the
altar. Before he even finished the invitation people were
getting up and rushing forward, weeping and crying out
to the Lord. I was sitting back by the sound booth and
it looked like over half of the congregation had g
gone
forward.

a group but especially from Mario. There was a tangible
covering and impartation from a Father of Revival that
wasn’t a laying on of hands, rather a
corporate mantle that was gently laid
This repentance in the church among
They became across the people. An invitation to risk
those who name the Name of Christ
waking up to find ourselves clothed in
was an important first step and
LIVING PROOF! power to bring tangible change to the
essential key to being able to see and
world around us.”
step into intercession with authority
At our world convention, thousands caught our fire!
for this Nation which is what Lou Engle brought to the
MMM was born in fire. From the jump we faced
table on Friday evening. Lou’s message of surrender
persecution at the University of California. The
to the deeper call to empty ourselves for the sake of
instant we hit Berkeley, we had to decide. What
the Kingdom was a challenge to live differently, speak
would we preach? If our message was not clear and
differently, and understand differently. His message
anointed, the crucible of Berkeley would have blown
requires that place of repentance, which simply means
it to smithereens.
to turn and think differently, and consecration. It’s not
The power of God came to our aid each time the
about us, it’s about Him and His Kingdom in the earth.
ministry was threatened. Something out of this world
That led to Saturday with Mario, seeing His Kingdom
would always step in, providing words, resources,
on display in word, signs, wonders and miracles and the
ideas and miracles exactly when we needed them.
challenge to get hungry enough to seek after that same
Not once in that cauldron of revolution did we feel
manifestation in our own lives, as that is the mark of
the need to rebrand Christ or present a new and
a believer (Mark 16:17-18). There was a rich deposit of
improved gospel.
history with God imparted...not only from these men as
Continued 
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Today, a rising tide is calling for
Christians to “keep your faith to
yourself.” Many modern pastors,
including the Pope, have joined
the chorus asking Christians to
“tone it down.”
We violently, totally and utterly
disagree with the notion that we
should tone down the Gospel in
America. There are millions of
innocent bystanders who have
not rejected Christ. The answer
is not to tone it down, but to
turn it up! We were able to recruit
many at this convention to join the
fellowship of the fire!
The same Holy Spirit that outfitted
us to face the city of Berkeley will
equip us to mount a fresh invasion
of our nation. Now we have

gained a new generation of fellow
invaders!
This is what we thundered from
the World Convention: We cannot
judge other ministries. We can
only answer for what God asks us
to do. He has ordered us to take
a stand. We must take a stand
against Satan’s agenda for America
and we must take a stand for the
Gospel of Jesus Christ.
America has a drug, divorce,
suicide, anger, and atheism
problem. Our voice needs to be
heard because we carry the most
immediate and effective cure for
everything that is hurting America.
The Angel is reinforcing to the
disciples that their message is
valid and urgent.
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We do not carry an obscure
message that should be whispered
in the secret places of society. We
must go where the people are and
where the biggest lies are being
told.
There is life when you preach
the blood of Christ, the cross
and the resurrection. No
cunningly devised sermon can
match the impact of the simple
Gospel.
The World Convention allowed us
to multiply our army. Thousands
are joining us now. They are
beginning to march alongside
us in the campaign to rescue
America.
HIS TRUTH IS MARCHING ON!
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